We survey the possible time-resolved three pulse nonlinear spectroscopic techniques and their application to gas-phase samples. The role of each of the interacting electric fields is specified, and the nature of the signal is interpreted using the density matrix representation. Simulations of these nonlinear optical signals are based on the perturbative solution of the Liouville equation for the density matrix to third order in the applied fields. We present closed expressions for the integrated and frequency dispersed signals that identify the type of molecular response for each technique and give the signal dependence on the various time delays between laser pulses. We choose a simple experimental system, two-electronic states coupled to a single vibrational mode of diatomic iodine, with weak dephasing, to illustrate various molecular polarization responses in four-wave mixing experiments including pump–probe, reverse transient grating, and photon echo. These signals and their simulations illustrate how the time delays between pulses can be effectively used to control the optical response of the molecular system.

I. Introduction

The development of ultrafast tunable laser sources has allowed scientists in the past decade and a half to probe molecular dynamics with unprecedented femtosecond time resolution. This tremendous progress in experimental capabilities has been accompanied in the theoretical front by a deeper understanding of the interaction between lasers and molecules using appropriate descriptions for these nonlinear optical processes. Two types of theoretical approaches have been employed in the interpretation of such experiments. Ultrafast measurements in the gas phase have been primarily analyzed using a wave function representation and its evolution in Hilbert space, whereas condensed phase measurements have commonly been analyzed using a density matrix formalism and its evolution in Liouville space. The goal of this article is to discuss all possible signals that can be generated by ultrafast time-resolved experiments interacting resonantly with a molecular gas-phase system. The interpretation and simulation of the signals is based on the density matrix formalism and its diagrammatic representation, e.g., Feynman diagrams and ladder diagrams. The utility of the density matrix approach to femtosecond gas-phase measurements was first demonstrated for the interpretation of gas-phase photodissociation pump–probe experiments of ICN and later for the interpretation of three-pulse four-wave mixing in vapor I₂.
In this paper, we use a unified density matrix framework for understanding a broad range of ultrafast techniques used to interrogate molecular dynamics. In condensed phase spectroscopy, intermolecular contributions and dephasing processes are extremely important; these measurements are therefore often aimed at elucidating the response of the medium. In the case of liquid-phase experiments, this would be the response of the solvent and the subsequent relaxation dynamics. The macroscopic number of solvent molecules and the inherent inhomogeneity of the sample require a formulation that allows a reduced description based on a few relevant degrees of freedom, where the remaining ones are traced out.20–22 Density matrix calculations naturally take into account the existence of all of the different species, their individual dynamics, different relaxation processes, and the coherent coupling between them caused by the laser fields.11–13,23 Although a gas-phase sample is much more homogeneous, inhomogeneities caused by the initial distribution of rovibrational states and the distribution of velocities result in the static broadening (dephasing) of optical signals.24 The density matrix formalism naturally incorporates the initial distribution of vibrational and rotational states from the outset, whereas in a wave function treatment the calculation needs to be repeated for each possible initial state and then averaged.

In addition to the observation of molecular dynamics, there has been a great interest in controlling chemical reactions with lasers. The basic principle behind these efforts is the use of a tailored electric field, which optimizes excitation of the molecular system to generate a preferred photochemical product.25,26 These experiments have been carried out in the gas phase with pairs of phase-controlled pulses27,28 or with a complex “shaped” laser pulse.29,30 The density matrix approach underscores the coherent laser–molecule interactions, making clear the role of phase locking or phase matching among multiple pulses as well as the complex phase and amplitude modulation of shaped laser pulses. It is important to note that the diagrammatic representation of the density matrix can follow explicitly the time ordered coherent coupling that arises from successive interactions with multiple laser pulses; hence, it is particularly suitable for the simulation of coherent control. Maintaining time ordering in a wave function description is trickier. Several semiclassical wave-function-based calculations of experimental observables were based on forward–backward propagation in Hilbert space.31–33 A semiclassical single trajectory calculation of the nonlinear response was developed by Yan and Mukamel.34 A two trajectory algorithm for sampling the density matrix (for the bra and ket) was introduced by Sepulveda and Mukamel.35 The semiclassical trajectory method using three-time correlation functions to describe resonance Raman spectra of iodine in the condensed phase was published by Ovchinnikov et al.36 In contrast, in Liouville space, we only need to propagate forward trajectories. This makes the description much more intuitive and connected to multiple pulse experiments; we naturally follow the sequence of events as they occur in real time. For experiments in which the outcome depends on the electronic coherence induced by the pulses, the density matrix approach provides a straightforward tool to calculate the signal. Electronic coherence including all third order molecular responses are directly given by the off-diagonal elements of the density matrix. While using a wave function based formalism, we need to include all possible third-order contributions to the polarization \( P^{(3)} \propto \sum_{\alpha} \langle \psi^{(0)} | \hat{A} | \psi^{(0)} \rangle \) with \( i + j = 3 \). Simulations of optical signals of medium size systems can be effectively performed using wave functions provided all degrees of freedom are included explicitly.25,37–41 Wave functions can no longer be used once a reduced description is adopted.

Gas-phase nonlinear FWM studies have a long history, starting probably with the observation of photon echoes in SF642 and the first observation of molecular rotation by a third-order nonlinear process.43 Numerous gas-phase applications of transient grating techniques were pioneered by Fayer, especially for the study of flames.54–56 These novel probes have been applied to the study of femtosecond dynamics in the gas phase.19,47–51 Zewail and co-workers used degenerate four-wave mixing (DFWM) for probing reaction dynamics.50 Materny and co-workers have studied iodine vapor using time-resolved coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) and FWM.51–55 By varying the time delay of one of the incident pulses while maintaining the other two incident pulses overlapped in time, they showed that vibrational and rotational dynamics can be observed for both the ground and excited electronic states. Prior and co-workers have used time-delay CARS to study high-energy ground-state vibrations.57,62

Brown et al.58 used off-resonance transient grating methods to study the response of atoms as well as polyatomic molecules in the gas phase and derived a semiclassical expression to analyze the vibrational and rotational coherences observed in the data.63 A number of reports have been published based on similar measurements in gas-phase samples.56,64–67 Resonance transient grating measurements confirmed the observation of ground and excited states.58 Dantus and co-workers have explored different laser pulse sequences in three-pulse FWM to control the observation of ground or excited-state dynamics.19,60,63 They have shown that a spectrally dispersed three-pulse FWM method with transform limited and chirped pulses66,67 adds an important dimension to the study of molecular events.

Experimental results obtained in a simple system, two electronic states of gas-phase molecular iodine, by a number of time-resolved four-wave mixing spectroscopies (pump–probe, reverse transient grating, and photon echo) are shown for illustration of the various molecular polarization responses. Gas-phase molecular iodine was chosen for various reasons. (i) The visible \( \Sigma_{g} \leftrightarrow B \) transition has been well characterized by frequency68,69 and time domain spectroscopies.19,51,59,61,70–72 (ii) The vibrational periods of both the X and B states are longer than the duration of our laser pulses, allowing us to impulsively excite wave packets in each electronic state. (iii) The vibrational periods of the X and B states are very different, 160 and 307 fs, respectively, making the assignment of the signal relatively easy. (iv) At the wavelength of excitation, molecular iodine can be treated as a two (electronic) level system. The state reached by two-photon excitation is repulsive and does not contribute to the signals discussed in this article.

We use diagrammatic representations of the density matrix based on double-sided Feynman diagrams (DSFD) to depict the molecular response and its dependence on the pulse sequence.13 The time delays between pulses are important experimental control parameters. The success of such experiments in directing the population and coherence transfer has been demonstrated recently.59–61,73

The theoretical foundations are presented in sections I–IV. Sections V–VIII contain experimental data and simulations. In section II, we apply the density matrix approach to calculate the induced polarization and the signal of multiple pulse spectroscopic techniques. The double-sided Feynman diagram and ladder diagram representations of the time-dependent density
Matrix and expressions for the resonant three-pulse FWM signal for different nonlinear processes are given and summarized in Figure 2. In section III, we present general expressions for FWM signals in a multilevel system. Expressions are also given for two-dimensional FWM signals, displayed as a function of two experimental variables: the central frequency of the detector and the time delay of the scanning pulse. In section IV, we apply these results to a four-level system, representing two electronic states each containing two vibrational levels. Using this model, we illustrate how different pulse sequences can be used to select individual molecular responses (i.e., Liouville space pathways). In section V, we present experimental results illustrating different FWM signals obtained with three well-separated pulses. The pulse sequences, the molecular responses that contribute to the signal, and expressions for the signals in terms of the third-order polarization are summarized in Table 1. Two-dimensional experimental data and their simulations based on the density matrix approach are also included. In section VI, we present experimental data for different nonlinear FWM signals obtained when one pair of pulses temporally overlap. The pulse sequences, the molecular responses that contribute to the signal, and expressions for the signals in terms of the third-order polarization are given in Table 2. In section VII, we discuss cascaded FWM signals. An expression for the signal based on the density matrix formulation and experimental results along with their simulation are presented. Pump–probe techniques are discussed in section VIII. The pulse sequences, molecular responses that contribute to the signal and expressions for the signal in terms of the third-order polarization are given in Table 3. Section IX concludes this article with a review of the most popular ultrafast nonlinear spectroscopic techniques and a summary of the merits of the density matrix formulation for understanding and simulating gas phase multiple-pulse nonlinear spectroscopies.

II. Density Matrix Calculation of Nonlinear Response Functions

The density matrix provides a statistical description of quantum systems.\textsuperscript{74,75} Formally, the density matrix is defined using the outer product of the state of the system $\left| \psi \right>$ with its Hermitian conjugate $\langle \psi \rangle$.

\[
\hat{\rho}(t) = \sum_j P_j |\Psi_j(t)\rangle\langle \Psi_j(t)|
\]

Equation 1 describes a statistical ensemble (a mixed state) where the system has a probability $P_j$ to be in the state $|\Psi_j\rangle$ with $\sum P_j = 1$. When $P_j = 1$ for one state and is zero, otherwise, the system is in a pure state (a state with maximum information) and can be described by a wave function. Otherwise, we have a mixed state that may not be described by a single wave function. Adopting a basis set $|\varphi_a\rangle$, we have

\[
|\Psi_j(t)\rangle = \sum_a \alpha_{ja}(t)|\varphi_a\rangle
\]
and the elements of the density matrix are given by

\[ \rho_{ab}(t) = \sum_j P_j \langle \Psi_j(t) | \langle \Psi_j(t) | \Psi_j(t) \rangle \]

The diagonal element, \( \rho_{aa} \), represents the probability that the system is in the state \( \Psi_a(t) \), i.e., the population of that state. The off-diagonal elements, \( \rho_{ab} \), represent the phase relationship between \( \Psi_a(t) \) and \( \Psi_b(t) \) and are denoted as the coherence between these states.

### Table 2: Characteristics of Three-Pulse FWM Signals Where Two Pulses Overlap in Time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( k_1 )</th>
<th>( (R_2+R_3) )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Phonon echo</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>homodyne detection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( -k_1 ) ( k_2 ) ( k_3 ) = ( -k_1 ) ( k_2' ) ( k_3' )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( S_{ph} = \int_0^\infty \sum_j P^2_j e^{2i\omega_j t} dt )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heterodyne detection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( -k_1 ) ( k_2 ) ( k_3 ) ( k_4 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \int_0^\infty \sum_j P^2_j e^{2i\omega_j t} dt )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( k_{11} )</th>
<th>( (R_1+R_4) )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reverse transient grating</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>homodyne detection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( k_1 ) ( -k_2 ) ( k_3 ) ( k_4 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( S_{rev} = \int_0^\infty \sum_j P^2_j e^{2i\omega_j t} dt )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heterodyne detection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( k_1 ) ( -k_2 ) ( k_3 ) ( k_4 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \int_0^\infty \sum_j P^2_j e^{2i\omega_j t} dt )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( k_1+k_{11} )</th>
<th>( (R_2+R_3,R_1+R_4) )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transient grating</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>homodyne detection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( k_1 ) ( -k_2 ) ( k_3 ) ( k_4 ) ( k_5 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( S_{Io} = \int_0^\infty \sum_j P^2_j e^{2i\omega_j t} dt )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heterodyne detection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( k_1 ) ( -k_2 ) ( k_3 ) ( k_4 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \int_0^\infty \sum_j P^2_j e^{2i\omega_j t} dt )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( ^\top \) Only sequences that survive the RWA for a two electronic level model are shown. Shown are the detection direction \( k_0 \), the molecular responses that contribute to the signal, the pulse sequence, and an expression for the signals in terms of the third-order polarization, for homodyne and heterodyne detection. The delay time between the pulses, \( \tau_{ij} \) (\( i, j = 1, 2, 3 \)), is shown in the pulse sequences. The delay time of the local oscillator field, \( \tau' \), for the heterodyne measurements is indicated as well. In the detection direction \( k_0 \), we obtain photon echo measurements, whereas for detection direction \( k_{11} \), we observe reverse transient grating process. Transient grating measurements can be obtained in both detection directions.

The time evolution of the density matrix, \( \dot{\rho}(t) \), can be calculated by solving the Liouville equation:

\[ \frac{\partial \rho(t)}{\partial t} = -\frac{i}{\hbar} [\hat{H}(r), \rho(t)] - \hat{F}(r) \]
(r is the spatial coordinate of the sample), and $\hat{\mu}$ the coupling operator. $\hat{\gamma}$ is the relaxation superoperator.\textsuperscript{76-78}

The perturbative solution of the Liouville equation is obtained by expanding the density matrix, in powers of the incoming field:\textsuperscript{12,13,79}

$$\rho_{ab}(t) = \rho_{ab}^{(0)}(t) + \rho_{ab}^{(1)}(t) + \rho_{ab}^{(2)}(t) + ...$$ (5)

where the $n$th term $\rho_{ab}^{(n)}(t)$ represents the change of the density matrix element after an $n$th order interaction with the external electric field. Substituting eq 5 in eq 4 and collecting terms to nth order in the field gives:

$$\frac{d\rho_{ab}^{(n)}(r,t)}{dr} = (-i\omega_{ab} - \gamma_{ab})\rho_{ab}^{(n)}(r,t) + \frac{iE(r,t)}{\hbar}\sum_{c} \mu_{ac} \rho_{cb}^{(n-1)}(r,t) - \rho_{ac}^{(n-1)}(r,t)\mu_{cb}$$ (6)

In eq 6 and hereafter, we assume $\hat{\gamma}$ to be diagonal. Each density matrix element has a relaxation rate $\gamma_{ab} = 1/(\Gamma_a + \Gamma_b) + \Gamma_{ab}$ representing the sum of the inverse of the lifetimes ($\Gamma_a + \Gamma_b$) of the levels involved in the transition and the pure dephasing rate ($\Gamma_{ab}$) because of intermolecular collisions. The transition frequency is $\omega_{ab} = (E_a - E_b)/\hbar$ where $E_j$ is the energy of level $j$. The external electric field consists of successive well-separated pulses (i.e., pulses shorter than their delay periods):

$$E(r,t) = \sum_{n} E_n(r,t - t_n)$$ (7)

The solution of the Liouville equation is then given by

$$\rho_{ab}^{(n)}(r,t) = \frac{i}{\hbar} I_{ab}(t - t_n) \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} dt' E_n(r,t' - t_n) \exp[(i\omega_{ab} + \gamma_{ab})(t' - t_n)] \sum_{c} \mu_{ac} \rho_{cb}^{(n-1)}(r,t') - \rho_{ac}^{(n-1)}(r,t')\mu_{cb}$$ (8)

where

$$I_{ab}(t - t_n) \equiv \exp[-(i\omega_{ab} + \gamma_{ab})(t - t_n)]$$ (9)

Because the field is weak and short, we can safely assume a perturbative expansion whereby each pulse produces a first-order interaction. In the impulsive limit, when the relevant molecular time scales, including the relaxation times, are longer than the pulse duration, the upper limit of the integral in eq 8 can be set to infinity, $t \rightarrow \infty$. We then obtain the following expression for the time dependent density matrix:

$$\rho_{ab}^{(n)}(r,t) = \frac{i}{\hbar} I_{ab}(t - t_n) \sum_{c} [V_{ac,n} \rho_{cb}^{(n-1)}(r,t_n) - \rho_{ac}^{(n-1)}(r,t_n) V_{cb,n}]$$ (10)

with the effective coupling

$$V_{ac,n} \equiv \mu_{ac} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} dt E_n(r,t - t_n) \exp[i\omega_{ac}t]$$ (11)

To highlight the role of the phase and spatial profile, it is convenient to expand each pulse in the following way:

$$E_n(r,t - t_n) = \epsilon_n(t - t_n) \exp[-i(\omega_n t - \mathbf{k}_n \cdot \mathbf{r})] + \epsilon_n^*(t - t_n) \exp[i(\omega_n t - \mathbf{k}_n \cdot \mathbf{r})]$$ (12)
where $\epsilon_n(t-t_0)$ is the complex envelope of the $n$th pulse, $\omega_n(\omega_n>0)$ is the carrier frequency, and $\mathbf{k}_n$ is the vector wave. The effective coupling matrix element can now be expressed as

$$V_{ac,n} = \mu_{ac}^{(\epsilon_n)}(\omega_{ac} - \omega_n) \exp[\mathbf{i}\mathbf{k}_n \cdot \mathbf{r}] + \epsilon_n^{*}(\omega_{ac} + \omega_n) \exp[-\mathbf{i}\mathbf{k}_n \cdot \mathbf{r}] = V_{ac,n}^{(1)} + V_{ac,n}^{(2)} \tag{13}$$

where $\tilde{\epsilon}_n(\omega) \equiv \int \epsilon_n(t) \exp(\mathbf{i}\omega t) \, dt$ is the spectral envelope of the $n$th pulse. This amplitude peaks around the pulse. This amplitude peaks around the pulse. This amplitude peaks around the pulse. This amplitude peaks around the pulse. This amplitude peaks around the pulse. This amplitude peaks around the pulse. This amplitude peaks around the pulse. This amplitude peaks around the pulse. This amplitude peaks around the pulse. This amplitude peaks around the pulse. This amplitude peaks around the pulse. This amplitude peaks around the pulse. This amplitude peaks around the pulse. This amplitude peaks around the pulse. This amplitude peaks around the pulse. This amplitude peaks around the pulse.

From eq 10, we see that the $n$th order density matrix element is obtained from the interaction between the applied field and $\hat{\rho}^{(n-1)}(t_0)$. Equation 10 can be expressed in an operator form

$$\rho_{ab}^{(n)}(t) = \frac{1}{\hbar} \int_{t_0}^{t} \left[ \hat{V}_{ac}(t - t_0) \hat{\rho}^{(n-1)}(t_0) \right]_{ab} \tag{14}$$

where $\hat{V}_{ac}$ is the interaction operator with the $n$th pulse, whose matrix elements are given by eq 13. According to eq 14, the interactions take place at the nodes, $[\hat{V}_{ac}(t_0)\hat{\rho}^{(n-1)}(t_0)]$, when a pulse is applied at time $t_0$. Each field selectively acts either on the bra or on the ket, incrementing by 1 the order of interaction. After the interaction, the density matrix propagates field-free with the propagator $I(t)$ until the next pulse is applied.

If eq 10 is expressed as a function of $\hat{\rho}^{(0)}$, the time evolution of the matrix elements $\rho_{ab}^{(n)}(t_0)$ is given by the sum of all possible pulse sequences that interact with the sample. Each term in this sum can be associated with a Liouville-space pathway, and $\rho_{ab}^{(n)}(t_0)$ is given by the sum of all of these pathways. Closed expressions for $\hat{\rho}^{(1)}(t), \hat{\rho}^{(2)}(t)$, and $\hat{\rho}^{(3)}(t)$ for a general multilevel system are given in Appendix A.

From now on, we will focus on a two electronic level system with a ground-state vibrational manifold, $(g, g', ...)$ and an excited-state vibrational manifold $(e, e', ...)$ coupled by an electronic transition dipole operator. This system is illustrated in Figure 1a, which shows two potential energy curves along with the electronic dipole interactions, $-\mu_{g e} \mathbf{E}$. The transitions between bound states take place in the Franck-Condon region of the potential energy curves and are represented by vertical arrows. A density matrix representation of this system and the changes under successive interactions with the electric field are presented in Figure 1b. Each change corresponds to a different order of interaction with the electric field. The initial density matrix, $\hat{\rho}^{(0)}$, contains only ground-state populations, indicated by the diagonal elements such as $\rho_{gg}^{(0)}$ and $\rho_{g'g'}^{(0)}$. The first electric field interaction leads to an electronic coherence. Only the off-diagonal matrix elements representing the couplings between different electronic states are nonzero, such as $\rho_{g'g}^{(1)}$ and its complex conjugate $\rho_{g'g}^{(1)*}$. The second-order density matrix, obtained after two interactions with the electric field, contains ground (such as $\rho_{gg}^{(2)}$) and excited state (such as $\rho_{g'g'}^{(2)}$) populations and vibrational coherence within each electronic state, such as $\rho_{g'g'}^{(2)}$ and $\rho_{g'g'}^{(2)*}$.

The time evolution of the density matrix of the optically driven molecule can be represented diagrammatically by either the Liouville space coupling representation, the DSFD, or the ladder diagrams. Each diagram represents a distinct Liouville-space pathway. Figure 2 shows the diagrammatic representation corresponding to the lowest three orders of the resonant dipole interaction applied to a system with two electronic states. In the Liouville space coupling representation, (left column) the state of the system is designated by a point in Liouville space, with indices corresponding to the ket—bra “axis”. Transitions on the ket are indicated with a vertical line between the points, whereas horizontal lines represent transitions on the bra. The DSFD shown in the second column can be described as follows: the vertical left and right lines of the diagram represent the time evolution (bottom to top) of the ket and bra, respectively; the applied electric fields are indicated with arrows oriented toward the left if propagating with a negative wave vector and vice versa for a positive wave vector. Each interaction with the electric field produces a transition between the two electronic states of either the bra or the ket. The ladder diagrams are shown in the third column. In this representation, the solid and dashed lines correspond to ket and bra interactions, respectively. Time evolves from left to right. The ability to track the evolution of the bra and ket simultaneously makes the density matrix a most appropriate tool for the description of many dynamical phenomena in nonlinear optical processes.
The diagrams of a second-order interaction are depicted in Figure 2 parts b and c for the spatial Fourier components \((k_1 - k_2) \hat{r}\) and \((-k_1 + k_2) \hat{r}\) of the density matrix elements (see Appendix A). Each component corresponds to a different way in which the electric field interacts with the molecules while satisfying the RWA. Diagrams Q1 and Q1* in Figure 2 parts b and c illustrate the transitions (excitation followed by a deexcitation) taking place either on the ket or the bra. This interaction produces a ground-state population transfer \(\rho_{gg}(r,t)\) and a vibrational coherence \(\rho_{g'g}(r,t)\), for each spatial component, \((k_1 - k_2) \hat{r}\) and \((-k_1 + k_2) \hat{r}\), respectively. Diagrams Q2 and Q2* in Figure 2 parts b and c show the transitions taking place in both the bra and ket sides. This interaction transfers population \(\rho_{ee}(r,t)\) and \(\rho_{e'e}(r,t)\) into the excited state, \((-k_1 + k_2) \hat{r}\) spatial components.
The diagrams of the third-order density matrix for the spatial components \( \mathbf{k}_d \mathbf{r} = (k_x + k_2 - k_3) \mathbf{r} \) and \( \mathbf{k}_r \mathbf{r} = (k_3 - k_2 + k_3) \mathbf{r} \) (see Appendix A) are depicted in Figure 2 parts d and e, respectively. Each of the terms in eq A5 corresponds to a diagram shown in Figure 2 parts d and e, such that the spatial component \( \mathbf{k}_d \mathbf{r} \) of \( \hat{\rho}^{(3)}(\mathbf{r},t) \) is given by the DSFD designated by molecular responses (or Liouville-space pathways) \( R_1 \) and \( R_2 \). Whereas the component \( \mathbf{k}_r \mathbf{r} \) is given by the DSFD designated by molecular responses \( R_3 \) and \( R_2 \). The Liouville-space pathways \( R_4 \) and \( R_3 \) result from the polarization of the ground-state population, whereas \( R_1 \) and \( R_2 \) result from the polarization of excited-state population. Both spatial components of the third-order density matrix elements, \( \mathbf{k}_d \) and \( \mathbf{k}_r \), carry ground- and excited-state dynamic information. We thus have

\[
\hat{\rho}^{(3)}(\mathbf{r},t) = e^{i\mathbf{k}_d \mathbf{r}}(R_d + R_j) + e^{i\mathbf{k}_r \mathbf{r}}(R_1 + R_2) + c.c.
\]  

(15)

The last column of Figure 2 gives the expressions for \( \hat{\rho}^{(3)}(t) \), \( \hat{\rho}^{(2)}(t) \), and \( \hat{\rho}^{(1)}(t) \) for our two electronic level model system. Each step in the diagrams corresponds to the expression. The dipole interaction with the \( n \)th pulse is indicated by either \( V_{eg,n}(t) \) (if carrying a negative wave vector) or by \( V_{eg,n}(t) \) (if carrying a positive wave vector; eq 13). The field-free propagation of the ground- and excited-state populations is denoted by \( I_{eg}(t_1 - t_2) \) and \( I_{eg}(t_1 - t_2) \). The electronic coherence propagation is denoted by \( I_{eg}(t_1 - t_2) \). Note that the third pulse can interact with both ground- and excited-state populations as indicated by the propagators \( I_{eg}(t_1 - t_2) \) and \( I_{eg}(t_1 - t_2) \) in each spatial Fourier component of \( \hat{\rho}^{(3)}(t) \). The components of the density matrix elements are obtained from the product of the interaction operators, in such a way that \( \mathbf{k}_d \) and \( \mathbf{k}_r \) in \( \hat{\rho}^{(3)}(t) \) are given by \( V_{eg,1} V_{eg,2} V_{eg,3} \) and \( V_{eg,1} V_{eg,2} V_{eg,3} \), respectively. \( \mathbf{k}_d \) and \( \mathbf{k}_r \) correspond to the phase matching directions in which the signal is detected. The wave vector of the emitted electric field is, therefore, either \( \mathbf{k}_d \) or \( \mathbf{k}_r \). The signal detected at \( \mathbf{k}_d \) and \( \mathbf{k}_r \) involves different types of molecular response. We will designate each spatial component as a distinct FWM signal. Control of the observed intramolecular dynamics using one of the FWM techniques, can be achieved by choosing a specific pulse sequence that cancels all Liouville-space pathways except one.

III. Detection Modes for Four-Wave Mixing Signals

Optical signals can be expressed in terms of the Wigner distribution, \( W_d(t,\omega) \), of the emitted electric field in the \( \mathbf{k}_d \) direction:

\[
W_d(t,\omega) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} dt \, \epsilon_d(t - \tau/2) \epsilon_d(t + \tau/2) \exp[i\omega\tau]
\]  

(16)

where

\[
\epsilon_d(t,\omega) = e_d(t) \mu_p[-i(\omega_d - \mathbf{k}_d \cdot \mathbf{r})] + e_d^*(t) \mu_p[i(\omega_d - \mathbf{k}_d \cdot \mathbf{r})]
\]  

(17)

with the subindex \( S = I \) or \( II \) corresponding to the \( \mathbf{k}_I \) or \( \mathbf{k}_II \) FWM techniques, respectively. The Wigner spectrgram represents the fraction of the electric field energy contained in a specific time and frequency window \((t,\omega)\). The electric field emitted by the sample is proportional to the third-order ensemble-averaged polarization

\[
E_d(t,\omega) \propto \rho^{(3)}(\mathbf{r},t)
\]  

(18)

where

\[
\rho^{(3)}(\mathbf{r},t) = \text{Tr}[\hat{\mu}^{(3)}(\mathbf{r},t)] = \sum_{\mathbf{r}_1} \rho_{\mathbf{r}_1}(\mathbf{r},t) + \rho_{\mathbf{r}_2}(\mathbf{r},t)
\]

\[
\exp[i\mathbf{k}_d \cdot \mathbf{r}] \sum_{\mathbf{r}_1} \rho_{\mathbf{r}_1}(\mathbf{r}_{12},\mathbf{r}_{23}) + c.c.
\]

(19)

Here \( \hat{\mu} \) is the dipole moment operator and the summation is over the vibrational manifolds of the ground \((g)\) and excited state \((e)\). The time dependence of the density matrix element \( \rho^{(3)}(\mathbf{r}_{12},\mathbf{r}_{23}) \) can be factorized, see eq A5, as

\[
\rho^{(3)}(\mathbf{r}_{12},\mathbf{r}_{23}) = \rho^{(3)}(\mathbf{r}_{12}) \exp[-i\omega_g \tau - \gamma_e \tau]
\]

(20)

\( \omega_g \) is the frequency of the emitted polarization after three-pulse interaction, with \( \omega_g = (-\omega_1 + \omega_2 + \omega_3) \) and \( \omega_g = (\omega_1 - \omega_2 + \omega_3) \) and \( \omega_g \equiv \omega_g - \omega_e \). The transitions contributing to the polarization result from the interaction between the molecules and the pulses according to the experimental technique \( \mathbf{k}_I \) or \( \mathbf{k}_II \) and leading to an emission frequency \( \omega_2 \) or \( \omega_3 \). The transition frequencies involved in the signal can therefore be expressed as a function of \( \omega_2 \) and a linear combination of the vibrational ground- and excited-state frequencies. The time dependence of the emitted electric field in the direction \( \mathbf{k}_S \) is given by

\[
\epsilon_S(t) \propto \sum_{\mathbf{r}_1} \rho_{\mathbf{r}_1}(\mathbf{r}_{12},\mathbf{r}_{23}) \exp[-i\omega_g \tau - \gamma_2 \tau]
\]

(21)

where we have adopted a simple model for the rate of electronic dephasing (i.e., coherence relaxation) \( \gamma_e \), and the delay \( \tau \) times between the pulses are defined as \( \tau_{23} \equiv \tau_3 - \tau_2 \) and \( \tau_{12} \equiv \tau_2 - \tau_1 \). Substituting eq 21 in eq 16, we obtain the following expression for the Wigner spectogram of the emitted electric field:

\[
W_d(t,\omega) \propto \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} dt \exp[i\omega\tau] \sum_{\mathbf{r}_1} \rho_{\mathbf{r}_1}(\mathbf{r}_{12},\mathbf{r}_{23}) \exp[-i(\omega_1 g - \omega)\tau - 2\gamma_2 \tau]
\]

(22)

Performing the integral over \( \tau \) we obtain

\[
W_d(t,\omega) \propto \sum_{\mathbf{r}_1} \rho_{\mathbf{r}_1}(\mathbf{r}_{12},\mathbf{r}_{23}) \exp[2i(\omega_1 g_1 - \omega)\tau] \exp[-2\gamma_2 \tau]
\]

(23)

where the subindices \( \epsilon_2 g_2 \) are determined by the relation

\[
\omega_{\epsilon_2 g_2} = 2(\omega_1 g_1 - \omega_2 g_2)/2
\]

(24)

The instantaneous electric field energy, \( |\epsilon_d(t)|^2 \), can be obtained by integrating the Wigner distribution over the frequency

\[
|\epsilon_d(t)|^2 \propto \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} d\omega \sum_{\mathbf{r}_1} \rho_{\mathbf{r}_1}(\mathbf{r}_{12},\mathbf{r}_{23}) \exp[2i(\omega_1 g_1 - \omega)\tau] \exp[-2\gamma_2 \tau]
\]

(25)
The homodyne signal is proportional to the time integral of the instantaneous electric field energy and given by

\[ S_S = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} dt \left[ \epsilon_S^2(t) \right] = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} dt \left[ |\epsilon_S(t)|^2 \right] \]

(26)

The frequency-dispersed homodyne signal is obtained when the instantaneous field energy is measured with an ideal detector centered at a specific frequency, \( \Phi(\omega, \omega_D) = \delta(\omega - \omega_D) \). The signal in the direction \( k_S \) is then given by

\[ S_S(\tau_{12}, \tau_{23}, \omega_D) \propto \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} dt \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} d\omega \]

\[ \sum_{i_1, i_1} \mu_{i_1} \rho_{i_1}^D(\tau_{12}, \tau_{23}) \rho_{i_1}^S(\tau_{12}, \tau_{23}) \delta(\omega - \omega_D) \]

\[ \exp[2i(\omega_{i_1} - \omega_D)t] \exp[-2\gamma t] \]

(27)

After performing the integral over the frequency, the frequencygate function fixes the value of \( \omega = \omega_D \), whereas the time integral gives

\[ S_S(\tau_{12}, \tau_{23}, \omega_D) \propto \sum_{i_1, i_1} \mu_{i_1} \rho_{i_1}^D(\tau_{12}, \tau_{23}) \rho_{i_1}^S(\tau_{12}, \tau_{23}) \times \]

\[ \frac{\gamma}{2(\gamma^2 + (\omega_{i_1} - \omega_D)^2)} \]

(28)

The dominant contribution to \( S_S(\tau_{12}, \tau_{23}, \omega_D) \) comes when the central frequency of the detector is equal to one of the transition frequencies involved in the sum, \( \omega_D = \omega_{i_1} \). Then, when \( \omega = \omega_D = \omega_{i_1} \), the subscripts of \( \epsilon_{i_1}^S \) adopt the value \( \epsilon_{i_1}^S = \epsilon_{i_1}^D \) and the frequency dispersed homodyne signal in the detection direction \( k_S \) is then given by

\[ S_S(\tau_{12}, \tau_{23}, \omega_D) = \omega_{i_1} \propto \frac{1}{2\gamma^2} \left[ \mu_{i_1} \rho_{i_1}^D(\tau_{12}, \tau_{23}) \right]^2 \]

(29)

These signals constitute various examples of multidimensional spectroscopies. Different two-dimensional (2D) signals can be obtained when one of the three variables in eq 29 is held fixed. When one of the delay times between a pair of pulses is fixed, the 2D-signal contains information about the dynamics of the different transitions that contribute to the FWM signal as a function of the scanning time. Scanning time versus frequency resolved signals in four wave mixing in vapor iodine have been studied by the Dantus and Kiefer groups. This information indicates which transitions are activated with a specific pulse sequence and can be applied to study IVR. When the detection frequency \( \omega_D \) is fixed at a specific transition frequency, we obtain a 2D plot with two temporal axes: fixed time and scanning time. At specific values of the fixed time delay, the signal is modulated by ground or excited-state dynamics as a function of the scanning time. The fixed times correspond to half periods of the wave packet motion at a given energy level of the ground or excited potential curve and are proportional to the potential width at that energy. The time delay allows one to manipulate the microscopic and macroscopic coherence that modulates the observed signal. A collection of transition frequency plots will map the anharmonicity of the potentials. The homodyned frequency dispersed signal can be calculated by substituting eq A5 into eq 29. The signal in direction \( k_S \) is then given by

\[ S_S(\tau_{12}, \tau_{23}, \omega_D) = \omega_{i_1} \propto \left[ \mu_{i_1} A_1(\tau_{12}, \tau_{23}, \omega_{i_1}) \right]^2 \]

(30)

where

\[ A_1(\tau_{12}, \tau_{23}, \omega_{i_1}) \propto \sum_{\epsilon} V_{\epsilon i_1^D}^+ I_{\epsilon i_1}^e(\tau_{23}) \sum_{\epsilon'} V_{\epsilon' i_1^D}^+ I_{\epsilon' i_1}^e(\tau_{12}) V_{\epsilon' i_1^S}^D \rho_{\epsilon' i_1^S}^D + \]

\[ \sum_{\epsilon} V_{\epsilon i_1^D}^+ I_{\epsilon i_1}^e(\tau_{23}) \sum_{\epsilon'} V_{\epsilon' i_1^D}^+ I_{\epsilon' i_1}^e(\tau_{12}) V_{\epsilon' i_1^S}^D \rho_{\epsilon' i_1^S}^D \]

(31)

The summation over the indices \( \epsilon' \) and \( i_1' \) corresponds to the contributions of the vibrational manifolds of the excited and ground electronic states, respectively. The homodyne frequency-dispersed signal for the spatial component \( k_S \) is given by

\[ S_S(\tau_{12}, \tau_{23}, \omega_D) = \omega_{i_1} = | \mu_{i_1} A_H(\tau_{12}, \tau_{23}, \omega_{i_1}) |^2 \]

(32)

where

\[ A_H(\tau_{12}, \tau_{23}, \omega_{i_1}) \propto \sum_{\epsilon} V_{\epsilon i_1^D}^+ I_{\epsilon i_1}^e(\tau_{23}) \sum_{\epsilon'} V_{\epsilon' i_1^D}^+ I_{\epsilon' i_1}^e(\tau_{12}) V_{\epsilon' i_1^S}^D \rho_{\epsilon' i_1^S}^D + \]

\[ \sum_{\epsilon} V_{\epsilon i_1^D}^+ I_{\epsilon i_1}^e(\tau_{23}) \sum_{\epsilon'} V_{\epsilon' i_1^D}^+ I_{\epsilon' i_1}^e(\tau_{12}) V_{\epsilon' i_1^S}^D \rho_{\epsilon' i_1^S}^D \]

(33)

The homodyne signal can be obtained combining eqs 26 and 19:

\[ S_S(\tau_{12}, \tau_{23}) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} dt \left[ \epsilon_{i_1}^S(\tau_{12}, \tau_{23}, t) \right]^2 \]

\[ = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} dt \left( \sum_{\epsilon} \epsilon_{i_1}^S(\tau_{12}, \tau_{23}) \right)^2 \]

(34)

where the summation is over the ground- and excited-state vibrational manifolds. The third-order polarization for each transition is given by

\[ P_{\epsilon i_1^S}^S(\tau_{12}, \tau_{23}, t) \equiv \mu_{i_1} \rho_{\epsilon i_1^S}(\tau_{12}, \tau_{23}, t) + \rho_{\epsilon i_1^S}(\tau_{12}, \tau_{23}, t) \]

(35)

Then

\[ S_S(\tau_{12}, \tau_{23}) = \sum_{\epsilon, \epsilon'} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} dt \left[ P_{\epsilon i_1^S}^S(\tau_{12}, \tau_{23}, t) \right]^2 \]

\[ = \sum_{\epsilon, \epsilon'} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} dt \left[ \sum_{\epsilon_{i_1}^D} \rho_{\epsilon_{i_1}^D}(\tau_{12}, \tau_{23}) \right]^2 \]

\[ \sum_{\epsilon_{i_1}^D \epsilon_{i_1}^S} \frac{\gamma}{2(\gamma^2 + (\omega_{i_1} - \omega_D)^2)} \left[ \rho_{i_1}^D(\tau_{12}, \tau_{23}) \rho_{i_1}^S(\tau_{12}, \tau_{23}) \right] \]

(36)

Here the RWA has been invoked where highly oscillatory contributions are neglected. The second term represents a macroscopic interference of polarizations from different molecules. This type of interference arises because the homodyne detection is quadratic in the emitted polarization and will be present in any homodyne signal. This interference effect is measurable if the relaxation time (1/\( \gamma \)) is comparable with ground or excited-state vibrational periods. The interference term is given by the sum of terms that oscillate with a linear combination of the ground- and excited-state vibrational fre-
quencies (see Appendix B), and its contribution can be expressed as

\[ P^{(3)}_{s,k}(\tau_{12}, \tau_{23}) = \sum_i R_{i,lo}(t_{1,-}\tau_{1,2}) P^{(3)}_{s,k}(t_{12}, \tau_{23}) \]

\[ = \sum_i R_{i,lo}(t_{1,-}\tau_{1,2}) P^{(3)}_{s,k}(t_{12}, \tau_{23}) \]

\[ \sum_i A_{n,i}(\epsilon_{1,1}, \epsilon_{1,2}, \epsilon_{1,3}; \tau_{12}, \tau_{23}) \cos(n \omega \tau_{1,2}) + \]

\[ B_{n,i}(\epsilon_{1,1}, \epsilon_{1,2}, \epsilon_{1,3}; \tau_{12}, \tau_{23}) \cos(n \omega \tau_{1,2}) + \]

where \( S_{R[lo]}(\tau_{12}, \tau_{23}) \) terms denote the interference of polarizations arising from molecules excited with Liouville pathways \( R_{i}(\epsilon_{i}) \) and \( R_{j}(\epsilon_{j}) \). \( R_{i}(\epsilon_{i}) \) represents the contribution of the Liouville pathway \( R_{i} \) to the electronic coherence \( \rho^{(3)}_{s,k} \). If the signal is detected in the \( k_{i} \) direction, \( i,j \) = 2,3, whereas for \( k_{j}, i,j \) = 1,4. Expressions for the coefficients \( A_{n,i}(\epsilon_{1,1}, \epsilon_{1,2}, \epsilon_{1,3}; \tau_{12}, \tau_{23}) \), \( B_{n,i}(\epsilon_{1,1}, \epsilon_{1,2}, \epsilon_{1,3}; \tau_{12}, \tau_{23}) \), \( n_{s} \) and \( n_{e} \) can be obtained from the expressions of Appendix B. From eqs 30–33, we can calculate the FWM signal if the spectral intensity structure and surrounding environment of molecules. In magnetic

The signal amplitude is then given by

\[ S_{H}(\tau_{12}, \tau_{23}) = 2 \Im \sum_{\epsilon_{e}} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} dt^c e^{i \epsilon_{e}(t - t^c)} \exp[i(\omega_{e}t + \phi_{e}(t))P^{(3)}_{s,k}(t; \tau_{12}, \tau_{23}) + c.c.] \]
with $t_{12}$ (minimizing the transition that creates a population) or $t_{23}$ (minimizing the probing step). The selection of one pathway from $S_I$ or $S_{II}$ leads to the observation of ground or excited-state dynamics because the molecular response that contributes to each signal corresponds to the polarization of ground or excited-state populations.

Generating two or more sets of wave packets in the excited state that interfere destructively provides an additional possibility for suppressing nonlinear molecular responses. This can be achieved when two or more vibrational levels are initially populated in the ground state and their Franck-Condon factors with the excited state are nearly identical. Under these circumstances, each laser pulse creates an excited-state wave packet from each of the ground-state levels. The first pulse generates two wave packets that are in phase. However, when the second pulse is timed such that it is out of phase with the ground-state vibrational period, the wave packets it generates are out of phase and the signals interfere destructively. This situation can be achieved for the $R_1$ and $R_2$ responses. Control methods based on quantum mechanical interference using ground state hot bands as discussed here are more powerful when the initial population is equally distributed among a few initial ground-state vibrational levels. These types of control do not require phase matching or phase locking.

To illustrate the selection of individual molecular responses by controlling the time delay between the pulses, we have calculated the $S_I$ and $S_{II}$ FWM signals from a simplified model. The model consists of two electronic states with two vibrational level each, vibrational levels $|g\rangle$ and $|e\rangle$ in the ground state and $|e\rangle$ and $|e'\rangle$ in the excited state. The vibrational frequency of the ground and excited state are $\omega_{gg} = (E_e - E_g)\hbar$ and $\omega_{eg} = (E_e - E_g)\hbar$, respectively. This model has the minimum number of levels required to obtain vibrational dynamics information corresponding to each electronic state. The dipole moments $\mu_{eg} = \mu_{eg} = \mu_{eg}^\prime = 1$ were determined according to the Condon approximation $\mu_{eg} = \mu\langle e|g\rangle$, where $\mu$ is the electronic transition dipole moment between the ground and $\langle e|g\rangle$ is the overlap integral between the ground- and excited-state vibrational eigenfunctions. Initially, the molecules are at thermal equilibrium in the ground electronic state. We define the population difference variable $w \equiv \rho_{ge'} - \rho_{eg}^{(0)}$. Then, the FWM homodyne signal in the $k_1$ detection direction is given by

$$S(t_{12}, t_{23}) \propto \frac{1}{\gamma}(1 + w^2) \cos(\omega_s(t_{12} + t_{23})) + [1 + \cos(\omega_s t_{12}) + \frac{1}{\gamma}(1 + w^2) \cos(\omega_s t_{12})] \times [1 + \cos(\omega_s(t_{12} + t_{23})) + S_{int,1}] \quad (44)$$

The term $S_{int,1}$ can result from the interference between the Liouville pathways ($R_2$ and $R_3$) of different molecules or from a quantum superposition of pathways in the same molecule:

$$S_{int,1}(t_{12}, t_{23}) = S_{R_2,R_3}(t_{12}, t_{23}) + S_{R_2,R_3}(t_{12}, t_{23}) + S_{R_2,R_3}(t_{12}, t_{23}) + S_{R_2,R_3}(t_{12}, t_{23}) \quad (45)$$

The signal in the $k_1$ detection direction is given by

$$S_{II}(t_{12}, t_{23}) \propto \frac{1}{\gamma}(1 + w^2) \cos(\omega_s t_{12}) + [1 + \cos(\omega_s t_{23}) + \frac{1}{\gamma}(1 + w^2) \cos(\omega_s t_{12})] \times [1 + \cos(\omega_s t_{23}) + S_{int,II}] \quad (46)$$
The interference term for $S_{ii}$ is given by the interference between the Liouville pathways ($R_1$ and $R_2$):

$$S_{ii}(\tau_{12},\tau_{23}) = S_{R_1,R_2}(\tau_{12},\tau_{23}) + S_{R_2,R_1}(\tau_{12},\tau_{23}) + S_{R_1,R_1}(\tau_{12},\tau_{23}) \quad (47)$$

$S_{R_i,R_j}(\tau_{12},\tau_{23})$ ($i = 1, 2, 3, 4$) represents the interference that results from the polarization of molecules that are excited according to $R_i$ Liouville pathway with coherences coupled to a different excited-state vibrational level. $S_{R_i,R_j}(\tau_{12},\tau_{23})$ ($i \neq j$) represents the interference that results from the polarization of molecules excited according to $R_i$ and $R_j$ Liouville pathways. Expressions for the interference terms are given in Appendix B.

In eqs 44–47, we can identify terms that depend solely on the ground- or the excited-state vibrational frequencies. In particular, the time delays between the pulses ($\tau_{12}$, $\tau_{23}$ or $\tau_{13}$ = $\tau_{12} + \tau_{23}$) can be chosen such that only one term oscillating with either $\omega_g$ or $\omega_e$ contributes to $S_{ii}$ or $S_{ij}$ as a function of another variable time delay. 63,89,100 $S_{ii}$ is controlled by the delay times $\tau_{12}$ and $\tau_{13}$, whereas $S_{ij}$ is controlled by $\tau_{12}$ and $\tau_{23}$. When $\tau_{12} = (2\pi n/\omega_g)(n + 1/2)$, both $S_{ii}$ and $S_{ij}$ do not depend on $\omega_g$ ($R_2$ and $R_1$ are suppressed for $S_{ii}$ and $S_{ij}$, respectively), and the signal is modulated as a function of $\tau_{23}$ by the excited-state dynamics.

When $\tau_{12} = (2\pi n/\omega_e)(n + 1/2)$, $S_{ii}$ and $S_{ij}$ are mainly modulated by the ground-state vibrational motion with an additional contribution from excited-state motion, proportional to $\omega_e^2$. When $\tau_{23} = (2\pi n/\omega_g)(n + 1/2)$, $S_{ii}$ does not depend on $\omega_g$ ($R_2$ is suppressed), and the signal is modulated as a function of $\tau_{12}$ by the excited-state dynamics. When $\tau_{23} = (2\pi n/\omega_e)(n + 1/2)$, $S_{ii}$ is modulated by the ground-state vibrational motion ($R_1$ is suppressed). Similarly, when $\tau_{13} = (2\pi n/\omega_g)(n + 1/2)$, $S_{ii}$ is modulated as a function of $\tau_{12}$ by the excited-state dynamics ($R_2$ is suppressed). When $\tau_{13} = (2\pi n/\omega_e)(n + 1/2)$, $S_{ii}$ is modulated by the ground-state vibrational motion ($R_2$ is suppressed). The excited-state contribution can be suppressed when the delay time $\tau_{12} = (2\pi n/\omega_e)(n + 1/2)$. The wavelength of the laser pulses can be chosen to isolate the vibrational motion in the ground state. In these experiments, the wavelength of the second pulse can only induce deexcitation, thereby restricting the signal to CARS transitions and the creation of populations and vibrational coherences in the ground-state only. 54,65,91–104

V. Four Wave Mixing with Three Well-separated Pulses

Three nonoverlapping pulses arranged in the forward-box geometry can lead to signal in two phase matching directions, $k_1$ and $k_0$, ($P$), the position of the detector does not change only the time order of the pulses). When the $k_1$ signal is detected, fixing $\tau_{12}$ and varying $\tau_{23}$ gives antimode photon echo (APE) measurements, whereas fixing $\tau_{13}$ and varying $\tau_{12}$ gives mode suppression measurements. 105,106 SPE will show excited-state beats for appropriate values for $\tau_{12}$, whereas mode suppression measurements will display ground-state dynamics for specific values of $\tau_{13}$. 108 Measuring the peak shift of the SPE signal with respect to $\tau_{23}$ in solution gives information about solvation dynamics. 106–109

The virtual echo (VE) technique involves detection of the $k_0$ signal, fixing $\tau_{12}$ and scanning the time $\tau_{23}$. 110 This technique is also known by other names in the literature, and is related to the coherent anti-Stokes and coherent Stokes Raman scattering (CARS and CSRS) techniques when laser pulses of different wavelengths are used. Here we show that ground- or excited-state dynamics can be observed with degenerate laser pulses depending on the value of $\tau_{12}$ ($\tau_{23}$). 19,60,61,65,73 The time delay between the first two pulses has also been used to enhance the CARS signal in related experiments by Materny and Knopp. 57,111 In Table 1, we summarize the characteristics of FWM signals obtained with three nonoverlapping pulses. The molecular responses that contribute to the signal, the pulse sequence, and an expression for the signals in terms of the third-order polarization for homodyne and heterodyne detection, are given for each case. These expressions neglect relaxation, which for gas-phase samples are slow compared to the vibrational dynamics. The delay time between the pulses are designated as $\tau_j$ ($j = 1, 2, 3$). Heterodyne signals are obtained as a function of the scanning times and the delay time of the local oscillator field, $\nu'$.

To demonstrate the molecular response selection mechanisms discussed in the previous section, we present degenerate three-pulse FWM experiments in gas-phase $I_2$. Details of the experimental setup can be found elsewhere. 19,58,63,73 In resonant three-pulse FWM experiments at 620 nm, the iodine molecules undergo transitions between the ground state and the B excited state. On the basis of the Franck-Condon factors, excitation at 620 nm couples the vibrational levels 2nd-5th in the ground state with 7th-13th in the excited state. 69 In Figure 4, we show experimental VE and SPE measurements obtained with three nonoverlapping pulses. The transients along with their fast Fourier transform are included in each case. In Figure 4a, we present VE for fixed $\tau_{12} = 460$ fs, $\tau_{13} = 1/2(2\pi n/\omega_e)$, showing beats modulated with a 307 fs period, corresponding to excited-state motion. The transient shown in Figure 4b was obtained with $\tau_{12} = 614$ fs, $\tau_{13} = 2(2\pi n/\omega_e)$, presenting ground-state oscillations with a 160 fs period. The slow modulation component (~3 ps) corresponds to the initial rotational dephasing. The rotational component arises from the inhomogeneous dephasing characteristic to $k_0$ signals. In Figure 4c, we present SPE for fixed time delay $\tau_{12} = 460$ fs displaying beats modulated with excited-state motion, whereas the SPE transient for a fixed time delay $\tau_{12} = 614$ fs (Figure 4d) contains a mixture of ground- and excited-state dynamics. Selection of the $R_2$ response requires specific values of $\tau_{13}$ and not $\tau_{12}$. Note that the VE signal is as intense as the SPE signal. This situation is characteristic of gas-phase systems, in which the collisional and rotational dephasing are slow compared with the vibrational motion.

Two-dimensional data obtained with $k_0$ detection are shown in Figure 5. We present a frequency dispersed signal, when $\tau_{12}$ is fixed and the data is collected as a function of $\tau_{23}$ and the detector frequency, $\omega_D = \omega_{eg}$. This signal arises from the polarization of the sample, detected at the wavelengths indicated on the vertical axis of the plot, as a function of the time delay $\tau_{23}$. The lighter regions correspond to higher signal intensity. Figure 5a shows experimental and theoretical data when $\tau_{12} = 614$ fs. The frequency components oscillate with 160 fs period, corresponding to ground-state vibration. Note that near 628 nm the transient is modulated by the excited-state vibrational motion, indicating a contribution from a population in the excited state. The presence of excited-state dynamics is because anharmonicity causes differences in the wave packet dynamics such that the time delay $\tau_{12}$ cannot suppress all of the coherent contributions. Simulations for a multilevel system using eq 23 are also included. Experimental and theoretical data for $\tau_{12} = 460$ fs is shown in Figure 5b. The frequency components of the two-dimensional spectra oscillate with the vibrational period of the excited state. In both cases, the simulation neglects relaxation and rotational contributions to the dynamics. The simulations include Franck-Condon factors and spectroscopic...
data of the 2nd–5th vibrational levels of the ground state and
the 6th–15th vibrational levels in the excited state from refs
69 and 114 with pulses having 230 cm\(^{-1}\) spectral widths. The
calculations are in excellent agreement with experiment. This
close agreement demonstrated the power of the density matrix
method for the calculation of coherent spectroscopic signals.
This detection mode, which disperses the signal in frequency,
can be viewed as the Fourier transform of the two-dimensional
time gating technique.\(^{115,116}\)

Frequency dispersed signals can be used to gain a better
understanding of the effect of chirp in laser excitation. Chirped
pulses have been shown to enhance multiphoton excitation and
the yield of photochemical reactions.\(^{60,117,118}\) Chirp excitation
leads to a chirped wave packet, one that has the phase structure
imparted by the pulse. When chirped pulses are in FWM
experiments and that signal is frequency dispersed, it is possible
to observe the chirped wave packet motion. The effects of chirp
in FWM have been explored by the Dantus group.\(^{59,61,63}\) The
incorporation of computer controlled pulse shapers, which can
arbitrarily control the phase and amplitude of different frequen-
cies within a pulse, into three-pulse FWM measurements is
already underway.\(^{119–123}\)

VI. Four Wave Mixing with One Pair of Overlapping
Pulses

When two pulses overlap in time, the previous classification
based on the time ordering of the pulses, as \(k_i\) and \(k_{II}\), is not
valid anymore.\(^{113,124}\) Therefore, a different classification was
introduced in ref 124. Sequences of three noncollinear pulses,
in which the temporal overlapping pair is preceded by a single
pulse, yield photon echo (PE) signals at the phase-matching
direction \(k_{PE} = -k_1 + k_2 + k'_2\) and reverse transient grating
(RTG) signals at \(k_{RTG} = k_1 - k_2 + k'_2\) (overlapping pulses
have the same subscript, where the apostrophe indicates
noncollinear pulses).\(^{63,73}\) Although if the single pulse is preceded
by the temporal overlapping pair, a reverse photon echo (RPE)
signal is detected at the phase-matching direction \(k_{RPE} = k_i +
k'_i - k_2\) and transient grating (TG) signals at \(k_{TG} = -k_i + k'_i + k_2\).

In Table 2, we summarize these FWM signals. In the
case of overlapping pulses, the interaction operator eq 13 is no

---

**Figure 4.** Experimental transients and their Fourier transform for processes requiring a fixed delay time between the first two pulses, for the B–X transition of I\(_2\). With the virtual echo pulse sequence the fixed time delay between the first two pulses, \(\tau_{12}\), can be chosen to maximize or minimize the transfer of population between the electronic states. VE transients for time delays (a) \(\tau_{12} = 460\) fs and (b) \(\tau_{12} = 614\) fs are shown, for which we selectively obtain excited or ground-state oscillations as shown by their FFT, respectively. Transients obtained with stimulated photon echo pulse sequence with time delay (c) \(\tau_{12} = 460\) fs and (d) \(\tau_{12} = 614\) fs and their FFT are also shown. Notice that SPE does not allow the same control based on \(\tau_{12}\) as observed for VE pulse sequence (see text).
longer proportional to the spectrum of the pulse. The reverse photon echo can be observed when the first two pulses overlap in time. This process (not included in Table 2) is observed in three electronic state systems.124,125

Experimental FWM signal obtained with three noncollinear pulses, when one pair of pulses overlaps in time, are displayed in Figure 6. The transients, along with their fast Fourier transform and the DSFD are shown for the X–B transition of I2. The RTG signal is presented in Figure 6a as a function of the delay time τ between the scanning pulse k1 and the overlapped pulses k2 and −k2′. Examining the DSFD, the signal depends on the time evolution of the vibronic coherence induced by the first pulse. The RTG transient initially oscillates with the 307 fs excited-state period. This is because the contribution of the molecular response R1 (responsible for the excited-state dynamics) does not require specific values of the time delay between the first two interactions as does R4 that is maximized for τ = 2πδωe. However, at a latter time, the excited-state anharmonicity and the inhomogeneous dephasing attenuates this contribution and the excited and ground-state components become comparable. The ground-state oscillation period of 160 fs is apparent from the transient for τ > 3 ps. The contribution of both dynamics is confirmed by the Fourier analysis showing a larger contribution at the excited-state vibrational frequency.
compared with that at the ground-state frequency. The rotational contribution peaks at a frequency smaller than 20 cm$^{-1}$. Notice the slow modulation in the signal caused by the rotational motion characteristic of nonrephasing spectroscopic techniques. The PE signal is shown in Figure 6b. From the DSFD, we see that the signal depends on the time evolution of the vibronic coherence induced by the first pulse on the bra. The data corresponds to excited-state vibrational dynamics from contributions from both $R_2$ and $R_3$ molecular responses. Excited-state dynamics are probed in $R_2$ as a function of time $\tau_{13}$ and in $R_3$ as a function of time $\tau_{12}$. In PE, $\tau_{12} = \tau_{13} = \tau$; therefore, both $R_2$ and $R_3$ contribute to the signal with excited-state dynamics. This molecular response does not require specific values of the time delay between the first two interactions (as does the contribution of $R_3$ responsible for the ground-state dynamics) and is therefore the prevalent contribution to the PE signal. A direct comparison the RTG and PE transients reveals that the rotational modulation and the background are smaller in the PE transient. This difference is also apparent in the FFT of the PE and the RTG transients; the rotational contribution (peaks at frequencies < 20 cm$^{-1}$) in the photon echo FFT are greatly reduced. This is due to the cancellation of the rotational and vibrational phases, leading to the rephasing of the coherence, present in photon echo techniques. In a PE, the first field interaction is on the bra side of the diagram producing an initial coherence opposite in sign with respect to the third-order coherence (see Figure 3). Reversing the coherence leads to the rephasing of the signal.

This is in contrast to a RTG process, where the first field interaction is on the ket side producing a first-order coherence with the same sign as the third-order coherence. The experimental capability for distinguishing bra from ket interactions is clearly displayed in these transients (Figure 6 parts a and b) where the only experimental difference is the geometry of the laser pulses. TG data is included in Figure 6c. The transient and the Fourier analysis show ground- and excited-state oscillations. This result is in agreement with its respective DSFD.

Overlapping three degenerate laser pulses in time leads to a strong signal that contains all of the Liouville path contributions.
described above. The signal depends on the wavelength of the pulses only because the two time delays are set to zero. This arrangement, also known as degenerate four-wave mixing (DFWM), can be used in the frequency domain where enhanced spectral resolution results from the eighth-order dependence of the signal on the transition dipole moment.\textsuperscript{126} DFWM can also be used as a probing mechanism in time-resolved experiments initiated by a pump pulse.\textsuperscript{50}

VII. Local Field Induced Signals

The description of nonlinear spectroscopic methods given so far assumes that all electric field interactions involve the external laser pulses. Additional nonlinear processes are possible that involve the participation of electric fields generated in the sample from polarized molecules. Each odd-order polarization emits an electromagnetic field that can yield a new nonlinear signal.\textsuperscript{127–130} The participation of an electric field from an induced polarization in the system gives rise to new effects known as local field and cascading. They stem from the linear and the nonlinear polarization, respectively.\textsuperscript{13,127} Processes involving a first-order polarization are observable when gas-phase samples with long-coherence lifetimes and interaction lengths interact with ultrashort pulses. This situation is best detected using pulse sequences for which ordinary FWM signals are forbidden.\textsuperscript{38,100,129,131,132}

The interaction of ultrashort lasers with samples having long coherence times yields new nonlinear optical signals resulting from a local field effects.\textsuperscript{13} This signal is attributable to a process in which one ensemble of molecules undergoes a first-order electric field interaction that induces an electronic coherence,\textsuperscript{P1(t)} The field resulting from the first-order polarization, which may last for hundreds of picoseconds for a diluted sample,\textsuperscript{24} interacts with a second molecular ensemble that has undergone two electric field interactions (or a population transfer). The FWM signal arises from the third-order polarization of the second molecular ensemble.\textsuperscript{13,100} The local field FWM signal will be detected at the k\textsubscript{1} phase-matching direction if the population transfer is initiated with a ket interaction and at the k\textsubscript{2} direction otherwise. This process can be clearly detected using pulse sequences that yield no signal in the rotating wave approximation.

The induced first-order electric field is given by

\[ E_{\text{induced}}^{(1)}(r,t) \propto P^{(1)}(r,t) = \text{Tr}[\hat{\rho}(r,t)] = \sum_{e,g} \mathcal{M}_{eg} \exp[-\gamma_{eg}(t-t_2)] \left(V^{\text{eq},1} \exp[-i\omega_{eg}(t-t_1)] + c.c.\right) \]

(48)

where the dependence with the spatial variable is implicit in the interaction operator, \( V^{\text{eq},1} \), see eqs 10–11. The local field induced third-order coherence can be derived from eq 8 when \( n = 3 \),\textsuperscript{131} replacing \( E(t) \) by \( E_{\text{induced}}(r,t) \)

\[ \rho_{eg}^{(3)}(r,t) \propto \frac{2}{\hbar} \exp[-(i\omega_{eg} + \gamma_{eg})(t-t_2)] \left[ \int_{t_2}^{t} dt' \sum_{g'} \mathcal{M}_{eg} \rho_{eg'}^{(2)}(r,t') \exp[i\omega_{eg'}(t-t_2)] - \sum_{g'} \mathcal{M}_{g'e} \rho_{g'e}^{(2)}(r,t_2) \exp[i\omega_{g'e}(t-t_1)] \right] \]

\[ \times \left(V_{eg'e} \exp[-i\omega_{e'(t-t_1)}] + V_{ge'e} \exp[i\omega_{eg}(t-t_1)]\right) \]

(49)

The expression for \( \hat{\rho}^{(2)}(r,t) \) can be obtained from eq A2.

**Figure 7.** Experimental and calculated C-FID FWM signal along with its pulse sequence and the DSDF for the B-\( \tau \)-transition of I\textsubscript{2}. The time delay between the pulses that form the population, \( \tau_{23} \), controls the observation of ground-state (oscillation period 160 fs) or excited-state (oscillation period 307 fs) vibrational motion. The ensemble 1 diagram induces the first-order electronic coherence emission, \( \hat{E} \), that cascaded into the ensemble 2 diagrams. Only the emission arising from the ensemble 2 diagrams contributes to the signal. Notice the similarity between these diagrams and the VE diagrams (see Table 1); in the cascaded experiment, the third field is replaced by the induced first-order polarization of the first ensemble.

\[ \hat{\rho}^{(2)}(r,t) \text{ have both spatial components, } (-k_2 + k_3) \cdot r \text{ and } (k_1 - k_2) \cdot r. \text{ The main contribution to the signal arises from the resonant terms; therefore, the cascaded third-order coherence is reduced to} \]

\[ \hat{\rho}_{eg}^{(3)}(r,t) \propto \frac{2}{\hbar} \exp[-(i\omega_{eg} + \gamma_{eg})(t-t_2)] \left[ \int_{t_2}^{t} dt' \sum_{g'} \mathcal{M}_{eg} \rho_{eg'}^{(2)}(r,t') \exp[i\omega_{eg'}(t-t_2)] - \sum_{g'} \mathcal{M}_{g'e} \rho_{g'e}^{(2)}(r,t_2) \exp[i\omega_{g'e}(t-t_1)] \right] \]

\[ \times \left(V_{eg'e} \exp[-i\omega_{e'(t-t_1)}] + V_{ge'e} \exp[i\omega_{eg}(t-t_1)]\right) \]

(50)

The phase matching direction of the resulting emission is \( k_2 = (-k_2 + k_3) + k_1 \). The modulation of the local field FWM signal is given by the ground or excited-state vibrational dynamics as indicated by the factors \( \rho_{eg}^{(3)}(r,t_3) \) and \( \rho_{eg}^{(3)}(r,t_3) \), respectively. The observed dynamics can be controlled by the time delay between the pulses that produce the population.\textsuperscript{100} Local field induced three pulse FWM signals were detected in GaAs quantum wells\textsuperscript{132} and in gas-phase molecular iodine using nonlinear pulses arranged in forward box geometry.\textsuperscript{100} Ground- and excited-state dynamics were observed by fixing the time delay \( t_{23} = 2(n + 1)\pi/\omega_{eg} \) and \( t_{23} = 2(n + 1)\pi/\omega_{eg} \), respectively. In Figure 7, we present the experimental data and simulation carried out with eq 50. The pulse sequence and the DSDF corresponding to the third-order cascaded process are also included. Note that in the pulse sequence of this experiment
the scanning pulse is reversed in time with respect to the VE technique (see Table 1). Indeed, comparing Figure 4 with Figure 7, we see that both signals show similar dynamics except for the low intensity of the cascaded data. The similarity of the signals is emphasized when comparing the DSFD of the VE process (see Table 1) with the diagram of the second ensemble in Figure 7, in which the third pulse was replaced by the first-order induced electric field. The calculation of the cascaded data reproduces the vibrational structure of the experimental results.200 Note that the data show femtosecond resolution even though the induced field decays with inhomogeneous decay $T_2 \approx 200$ ps.24 The induced electric field can maintain the femtosecond resolution of the experiment provided it is modulated on the femtosecond time scale. The first-order electric field emission is modulated and acts as a train of femtosecond laser pulses. The induced first-order electric field emission was measured (see Figure 8). The measurements of the heterodyned free induction decay signal (first-order electric field emission) were obtained with a femtosecond local oscillator pulse by up conversion in a second harmonic generation crystal.100 The transient obtained along with its DSFD are shown in Figure 8.

Cascading FWM processes in strong field nonlinear experiments have been calculated134–139 and observed.112,140–143 These processes have been applied for the generation of new spectral components144–146 and determination of the third-order nonlinear susceptibilities of noncentrosymmetric materials at several wavelengths.147–149 In six-wave mixing experiments, there is a possibility that the FWM signal from the first three pulses cascades with the two additional pulses to create a cascaded FWM signal.

VIII. Time-resolved Pump–Probe Spectroscopy

A. Fluorescence Detected Pump–Probe. The pump–probe technique can be considered as a heterodyned third order process resulting from the interaction with two pulses. In this technique, each of the pulses interacts twice with the sample producing populations and vibrational coherences. As long as the pump and the probe pulses are well separated temporally the signal depends on the population transferred and vibrational coherences by each pulse and not on electronic coherences, the wave function formalism can be used to describe these experiments.7–9 Generally the pump–probe signal carries ground-state as well as excited-state dynamics.14–16 Pump–probe experiments can be carried out with different wavelengths to detect exclusively ground- or excited-state dynamics. In these cases, the pump–probe signal can be detected by monitoring the fluorescence or ion yield resulting from the probing step. These experiments involve three electronic states, and the signal is proportional to the transferred population into the final excited state.150,151

The success of the wave-function-based formalism for describing pump–probe experimental signals8,10,152 can be attributed to the fact that the signal arises primarily from the vibrational population and vibrational coherence dynamics, arising from the double interaction of each pulse, and that relaxation processes are slow and do not involve an electronic coherence. For that reason, pump–probe experiments, in general, are not sensitive to the optical phase of the pump and the probe pulses in phase space. These experiments can also be interpreted using density-matrix wave packets resulting in the doorway/window formalism.20 A pump creates a doorway wave packet that propagates during the delay time $\tau$; the probe creates a window wave packet in the phase-space region monitored by the probe. The probe absorption spectrum is expressed as the overlap of the two wave packets. The main advantages of this representation are (1) it applies for both resonant and off-resonant experiments, (2) it allows the incorporation of solvation dynamics with arbitrary time scales (homogeneous and inhomogeneous line broadening), and (3) the result based on nonlinear response functions can be directly compared to other nonlinear spectroscopies.

In Figure 9, we show pump–probe signals of gas-phase iodine along with the DSFD contributing to the pump–probe spectrum in a three-level system. Pioneering experiments were carried out by the groups of Zewail10,71,153,154 and Fleming.155,156 In this experiment, a pump pulse at 620 nm excites the iodine molecules to the B state and the probing pulse at 310 nm excites the B population to the upper fluorescence state $f_e$. The signal was obtained as a function of the delay time $\tau$ between the pulses with parallel (upper transient) or perpendicular (lower transient) relative polarization of the pump and the probe pulses. The transients contain oscillations with a period of 300 fs corresponding to the excited state vibrational frequency, whereas the amplitude is modulated by rotational dephasing. Because the intensity of the induced fluorescence is proportional to the population transferred into the B state, the technique can only monitor the motion on the first excited state as indicated by the DSFD 1 and 2 in Figure 9. Each molecular excitation (or photon absorption) is represented by two electric field interactions. After the pump, the molecular system is described by a population in the intermediate excited state, $\rho^{(2)}_{ee}$. The probe excites a fraction of the population in state $|e\rangle$ to state $|f\rangle$ again by a double electric field interaction. The pump–probe signal is proportional to the population in the intermediate excited state $|e\rangle$. The contribution of the third Liouville pathway (3) is negligible, and it is only comparable with the sequential contribution when both pulses overlap in time.14,20

B. Direct Detection of Pump–Probe. The absorption pump–probe signal field is detected along the direction of the probe, $k_e$, and can be thought as an intrinsic heterodyne detection of a TG process, in which the heterodyned field is the probing electric field. The detected signal corresponds to the change in the energy of the transmitted probe pulse as a function of the time delay between the pump and the probe. This results in a linear detected signal (with respect to the induced polarization) that is preferable for quantification purposes. These experiments can be used to study energy relaxation157,158 of both ground and
molecular iodine and showed the importance of phase locking right angles that depends on both laser beams (selected by a... experiments interacting resonantly with a molecular sample. Experimental results are presented for many of the ultrafast techniques discussed. These techniques can be classified according to the type of signal they measure. Population, vibrational and rotational coherences are measured with transient grating, virtual echo, CARS, CSRS, and pump–probe methods. Electronic coherences are measured with photon echo, stimulated photon echo, reverse transient grating, time-gated free-induction decay, and phase locked pump–probe methods. We have given the interpretation of signals from these techniques and their simulation based on the density matrix formalism and its diagrammatic representation. We have included formulas based on this formalism. For a simple model that can be used to simulate experimental data for a diatomic system such as molecular iodine. This model can be easily modified to simulate other systems with higher dimensionality. Here we summarize the main advantages of the density matrix approach.

The density matrix formulation incorporates the statistical nature of a molecular ensemble; therefore, this approach is most appropriate for describing coherent processes in inhomogeneous samples. Similarly it can easily incorporate all of the relevant intramolecular modes and their initial population of a polyatomic system from the outset. A wave function treatment would require the calculation to be repeated for each possible initial state. The straightforward incorporation of multiple modes and their relaxation parameters makes this formulation desirable for describing systems where collisional effects cannot be neglected.

(1) The density matrix formalism along with its diagrammatic representation allows tracking the transformation of the molecular sample resulting from the interaction with each pulse. For each successive interaction, populations and coherences are identified and their contribution to the measured nonlinear signal is quantified.

(2) The interpretation of each step of laser–matter interaction in a nonlinear experiment permits the selectivity of the electronic dynamics with a control parameter.

(3) The spatial dependence ($k_1\cdot r$ or $k_0\cdot r$) of FWM experiments with noncollinear beams allows the discrimination between different processes. The spatial dependence must be taken into account in any experiment that measures coherence involving the interaction of noncollinear pulses because it determines the phase matching condition.

(4) The explicit bookkeeping of the time evolution of the bra and the ket is an ideal approach to describe experiments sensitive to the sign of the electric field wave vector. This distinction is apparent when examining the PE and RTG transients, for example. The differentiation between bra and ket interactions arises in any measurement on the basis of the coherence resulting from the interaction between lasers and molecules.

(5) The density matrix takes into account the existence of different species in the sample, their individual dynamics, different relaxation processes, and the coherent couplings caused by the presence of each laser field. This allows the calculation of macroscopic and microscopic coherences that result from the interaction of a number of laser pulses with a system that is initially in a mixed state.

(6) The density matrix allows the direct calculation of the observed signal can depend on population transfer to and from ground states and electronic coherence resulting from the nonlinear interaction between lasers and molecules and from vibrational and rotational coherences within a particular electronic state. The goal of this article is to discuss all possible signals that can be generated by ultrafast time-resolved experiments interacting resonantly with a molecular sample. Experimental results are presented for many of the ultrafast techniques discussed. These techniques can be classified according to the type of signal they measure. Population, vibrational and rotational coherences are measured with transient grating, virtual echo, CARS, CSRS, and pump–probe methods. Electronic coherences are measured with photon echo, stimulated photon echo, reverse transient grating, time-gated free-induction decay, and phase locked pump–probe methods. We have given the interpretation of signals from these techniques and their simulation based on the density matrix formalism and its diagrammatic representation. We have included formulas based on this formalism. For a simple model that can be used to simulate experimental data for a diatomic system such as molecular iodine. This model can be easily modified to simulate other systems with higher dimensionality. Here we summarize the main advantages of the density matrix approach.

The density matrix formulation incorporates the statistical nature of a molecular ensemble; therefore, this approach is most appropriate for describing coherent processes in inhomogeneous samples. Similarly it can easily incorporate all of the relevant intramolecular modes and their initial population of a polyatomic system from the outset. A wave function treatment would require the calculation to be repeated for each possible initial state. The straightforward incorporation of multiple modes and their relaxation parameters makes this formulation desirable for describing systems where collisional effects cannot be neglected.

(1) The density matrix formalism along with its diagrammatic representation allows tracking the transformation of the molecular sample resulting from the interaction with each pulse. For each successive interaction, populations and coherences are identified and their contribution to the measured nonlinear signal is quantified.

(2) The interpretation of each step of laser–matter interaction in a nonlinear experiment permits the selectivity of the electronic dynamics with a control parameter.

(3) The spatial dependence ($k_1\cdot r$ or $k_0\cdot r$) of FWM experiments with noncollinear beams allows the discrimination between different processes. The spatial dependence must be taken into account in any experiment that measures coherence involving the interaction of noncollinear pulses because it determines the phase matching condition.

(4) The explicit bookkeeping of the time evolution of the bra and the ket is an ideal approach to describe experiments sensitive to the sign of the electric field wave vector. This distinction is apparent when examining the PE and RTG transients, for example. The differentiation between bra and ket interactions arises in any measurement on the basis of the coherence resulting from the interaction between lasers and molecules.

(5) The density matrix takes into account the existence of different species in the sample, their individual dynamics, different relaxation processes, and the coherent couplings caused by the presence of each laser field. This allows the calculation of macroscopic and microscopic coherences that result from the interaction of a number of laser pulses with a system that is initially in a mixed state.

(6) The density matrix allows the direct calculation of the
frequency-dispersed signal, eqs 30 and 32, for different FWM processes as a function of spectroscopic parameters (Franck-Condon factors and the spectral intensity of the pulses) and the time delays between the pulses.

(7) The density matrix approach allows the calculation of cascaded FWM signals, eq 37.
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Appendix A. Expressions for Density Matrix Elements

Let us express the matrix elements of order $n$ in terms of $\rho^{(0)}$. In the case of a single-short pulse excitation, we have

$$\rho_{ab}^{(1)}(t,t) = i \hbar I_{ab}(t-t_1) V_{ab,1}(\rho^{(0)}_{bb} - \rho^{(0)}_{cc})$$

(A1)

This equation describes a first order ket or bra interaction depending if $\alpha_{ab}$ is positive or negative, see eq 8. Then, the operator $I_{ab}(t-t_1)$ propagates the ket or the bra, respectively. Note that only the matrix elements with indices $a$ and $b$ that satisfy the RWA are nonzero.

A second-order interaction leads to $\rho_{ab}^{(2)}(t,t)$

$$\rho_{ab}^{(2)}(t,t) =$$

$$\left( -\frac{i}{\hbar} \right)^2 I_{ab}(t-t_2) \sum_{c=1}^{c=1} \left[ V_{ca,2} V_{cb}(t_2-t_1) V_{cb,1}(\rho^{(0)}_{bb} - \rho^{(0)}_{cc}) \right]$$

(A2)

elements, given by $(k_1-k_2) \cdot r$ and $(k_1+k_2) \cdot r$. If the system consists of two electronic state coupled by a dipole transition, these spatial components reduce to $(k_1-k_2) \cdot r$ and $-(k_1+k_2) \cdot r$, see Figure 2. In this particular case, the spatial components can be separated if eq A2 is rearranged in the following way:

$$\rho_{ab}^{(2)}(t,t) =$$

$$\left( -\frac{i}{\hbar} \right)^2 I_{ab}(t-t_2) \sum_{c=1}^{c=1} \left[ V_{ca,2} V_{cb}(t_2-t_1) V_{cb,1}(\rho^{(0)}_{bb} - \rho^{(0)}_{cc}) \right]$$

(A3)

The spatial components $(k_1-k_2) \cdot r$ and $(k_1+k_2) \cdot r$ are given by the products $V_{ca,2} V_{cb,1}$ and $V_{ca,2} V_{cb,1}$, respectively. Note that $\rho_{ab}^{(2)}(t,t)$ is nonzero if the indices $a$ and $b$ belong to levels of the same electronic state because of the RWA.

A third-order interaction leads to $\rho_{ab}^{(3)}(t,t)$

$$\rho_{ab}^{(3)}(t,t) =$$

$$\left( -\frac{i}{\hbar} \right)^3 I_{ab}(t-t_3)$$

$$\sum_{d=1}^{d=1} \left[ V_{ad,3} I_{db}(t_3-t_2) \sum_{c=1}^{c=1} V_{cd,2} V_{cb}(t_2-t_1) V_{cb,1} \rho^{(0)}_{bb} \rho^{(0)}_{cc} \right]$$

(A4)

For a system of two electronic states coupled with a dipole interaction, this equation can be recast as follows:

$$\rho_{ab}^{(3)}(t,t) =$$

$$\left( -\frac{i}{\hbar} \right)^3 I_{ab}(t-t_3)$$

$$\sum_{d=1}^{d=1} V_{ad,3} I_{db}(t_3-t_2) \sum_{c=1}^{c=1} V_{cd,2} V_{cb}(t_2-t_1) V_{cb,1} \rho^{(0)}_{bb} \rho^{(0)}_{cc} \right]$$

(A5)

Two spatial components are apparent in this expression, given by the products of the dipole interaction matrix elements. One component has a spatial dependence $k_3 \cdot r = (k_1 - k_2 + k_1) \cdot r$, from terms with products $V_{ad,3} V_{cb} V_{cb,1}$, and the other has a spatial dependence $k_3 \cdot r = (k_1 + k_2 - k_1) \cdot r$, from terms with $V_{ad,3} V_{cb} V_{cb,1}$. Note that $\rho_{ab}^{(3)}(t,t)$ is nonzero if the indices $a$ and $b$ belong to different electronic states because of the RWA.

Appendix B. Expressions for Interference Terms

1. Four Level System, Dipole Coupling Interaction.

$$S_{12}(\tau_{12},\tau_{23}) = S_{R_{12},R_{12}}(\tau_{12},\tau_{23}) + S_{R_{12},R_{12}}(\tau_{12},\tau_{23})$$

$$+ S_{R_{12},R_{12}}(\tau_{12},\tau_{23}) + S_{R_{12},R_{12}}(\tau_{12},\tau_{23})$$

(B1)

where

$$S_{R_{12},R_{12}}(\tau_{12},\tau_{23}) = \frac{4}{4} \exp[-2\gamma \tau_{13}] \cos \left( \frac{\omega_2 \tau_{13}}{2} \right) \cos \left( \frac{\omega_2 \tau_{13}}{2} \right)$$

$$+ w^2 \sin \left( \frac{\omega_2 \tau_{13}}{2} \right) \left[ \frac{4}{4} \gamma^2 + \omega_g^2 - \cos(\omega_2 \tau_{23}) \left( \frac{2}{\gamma^2 + \omega_g^2} \right) \right]$$

$$+ \frac{1}{\gamma^2} \left( \omega_e^2 + \frac{1}{\omega_g^2} \right)$$

$$+ \left( \omega_e + \omega_g^2 \right)$$

$$+ \left( \omega_e + \omega_g^2 \right)$$

(B2)
The term $S_{\text{II}}(\tau_{12}, \tau_{23})$ is canceled when the time delay $\tau_{12}$ is $\tau_{12} = 2\pi(n + 0.5)/\omega_e$ and $\tau_{13} = 2\pi(n + 0.5)/\omega_g$. These delay times lead to the suppression of the ground-state dynamics. The term $S_{\text{II}}(\tau_{12}, \tau_{23})$ is canceled when $\tau_{12} = 2\pi(n + 0.5)/\omega_e$ and $\tau_{13} = 2\pi(n + 0.5)/\omega_g$, corresponding to the observation of the excited-state vibrational dynamics. However, when the $S_{\text{II}}$ signal oscillates mainly with ground-state vibrational period, for delay times $\tau_{12} = 2\pi(n + 0.5)/\omega_e$ and $\tau_{13} = 2\pi(n + 0.5)/\omega_g$, the interference term is not canceled. The interference term contains a linear combination of excited and ground-state periods. In gas phase $\omega_e, \omega_g \neq \gamma$, and the interference contribution to the signal is very small, leading to an effective selection of the vibrational dynamics.

Interference terms for the $S_{\text{II}}$ signal of a four level system

$S_{\text{III}}(\tau_{12}, \tau_{23}) = S_{\text{R}}(\tau_{12}, \tau_{23}) + S_{\text{R}}(\tau_{12}, \tau_{23})$

$S_{\text{R}}(\tau_{12}, \tau_{23}) = \frac{\gamma}{4} \exp[-2\gamma \tau_{13}] \cos\left(\frac{\omega g \tau_{13}}{2}\right) \times$

\[ \text{cos}\left(\frac{\omega e \tau_{12}}{2}\right) \cos\left(\frac{\omega e \tau_{13}}{2}\right) \left[ \frac{1}{\gamma^2 + \omega g^2} - \frac{1}{\gamma^2 + (\omega_e - \omega_g)^2} \right] \] (B3)

$S_{\text{R}}(\tau_{12}, \tau_{23}) = \frac{\gamma}{4} \exp[-2\gamma \tau_{13}] \cos\left(\frac{\omega g \tau_{13}}{2}\right) \times$

\[ \text{cos}\left(\frac{\omega e \tau_{12}}{2}\right) + \text{cos}\left(\frac{\omega e \tau_{13}}{2}\right) \left[ \frac{-4}{\gamma^2 + \omega g^2} + \text{cos}(\omega g \tau_{13}) \times \right. \]

\[ \left. \left( \frac{2}{\gamma^2 + \omega e^2} - \frac{1}{\gamma^2 + \omega g^2} \right) \right] \] (B4)

For the experimental conditions that lead to excited state observation, $\tau_{12} = 2\pi(n + 0.5)/\omega_e$, the interference term is not suppressed and contributes with excited-state dynamics, $S_{\text{R}}(\tau_{12}, \tau_{23})$, to the $S_{\text{II}}$ signal. However, for experimental conditions in which the excited-state dynamics is suppressed, $\tau_{23} = 2\pi(n + 0.5)/\omega_g$, the contribution of the interference term contains a linear combination of the ground- and excited-state vibrational periods. In any case, the contribution of this term is negligible in gas-phase systems.
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